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DWELL ON THIS ONE

EACH ONE! BLESS ONE! YOU MAKE A DIFFERENCE!
Emmanuel’s Blessings to You! Peace and Love in Christ! PLC!

Visit the Seal-of-God, Four-N-One, Dot, Wow, Prophecy, Keys & Lessons, IA, PP and Welcome...

Each One! Bless One!

* * * * *

DWELL ON THIS ONE (S1- U3)
PDF Copy for Friends and Family (printing style: booklet)
DOC Copy for Friends and Family (print two pages per sheet)

S1

If God is not looking for

vessels of silver or gold,

then why are we looking

for vessels of silver and

gold? Humm?

S2

If you know God, Yeshua

knows that something is

wrong (based on the

Bible); as a servant of

God, as God's Hands on

earth, what are you going

to do about it as a

steward?

S3

If we take away a

human's freedom for

torturing animals (though

we do that before we

slaughter them to eat

them (God gave us

herbs.)); what do we do

when someone or a

nation drops 2,000 lb.

bombs on people in the

middle of the night?

God is watching all of

this. The question is:

What is GOD going to

do? And when? We know

to whom? U-S-A
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T1

Allow people the

opportunity to think; make

them think.

Give them a piece of the

puzzle and let them figure

it out-- we do it a

lot subconsciously--do it,

purposefully, with

positive promise and

intent.

T2

Everything that God

planned did not turn out

like He planned. Or did it?

T3

People have this fallacy

to believe if no one is

talking about it, if you

have no ill will about it,

and if it is not negatively

affecting you personally

now--then people treat it

as OKAY. It is not okay--it

it time for a change.

U1

The Compassion of

Christ within gets

us to care about our

enemies.

The Compassion of Self -

-

What or who can I --

Do, have, or own?

U2

When people gossip

about someone's

inappropriate

behavior, who is giving

the child the worst

lesson?

The gossiper or the

interloper?

U3

Many believe that

Catholics are not

Christian. Are Catholics

Christian? Why the

moniker: Catholic; instead

of Christian?
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